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First out, last in with Team Magnus
We design gear for families who love to get stuck in.

Life is at its best outdoors. That’s why we make robust and innovative kit and clothing - 
so your family can stay outside for longer. 

We’re now rebranding several of our key lines which means you can pick up some 
one-off bargains this season.

And look out for our new product launches:

Always different, always well-designed, always that bit more fun.

Enjoy browsing,

Team Magnus

Delivery
Free delivery within 2-3 working days. 
Next day delivery for flat £5.00 charge 
on weekday orders placed before 2pm.

We ship across the world. Postage is 
calculated automatically when you 
order online.

Helping you
We know life with kids is hectic. That’s why we help you source both clever gifts 
and useful kit for an active life in a simpler way.

You have friends and family you care about in different parts of the world, 
so look out for our handy symbols. They help you organise ideal presents and 
essential gear quickly.

Team Magnus Ltd, 32 Oakbank Cr, Perth, PH1 1DF, UK

VAT no GB991664280   Company registration SC378207

Prices vaild from 01.02.2016 to 01.05.2016

Catalogue design by Will Duncan
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Gift bag
This item is delivered in our classic, reusable, biodegradable 
rope bag.

Royal Mail Large Envelope
You can post this item simply and cheaply in a Royal Mail 
letterbox.

Royal Mail Small Parcel
You can post this item for <£3.00, <£5.00 or <£6.50 at a post 
office (UK 2nd class price at time of printing).

5 for 4
This item suits boys and girls of all ages and is ideal for stocking 
up - 5th item free.

One-off sale
This item is being rebranded so pick up a one-off discount of 
20%, 30%, 40% or 50% now.

Coming soon
This item will be launched S/S 2016. Watch out for pre-order 
discounts by joining Team Magnus on your favourite social media.

Shopping
www.team-magnus.co.uk - 
your order is despatched same 
day if you place it before 2pm.

Or call 01738 624 019 if you 
would like knowledgeable 
advice before ordering.

Hill & park play: 14 - 21

Basics & accessories: 22 - 29

Bikes & parts: 30 - 39

Water play: 4 - 13
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We ask you
We’re hard at work getting our clever changing robes in 
stock in time for summer. Ideal for water-sports enthusiasts, our 
towelling ponchos help you change easily, dry up and protect 
you from chilly weather.

But which design is best?

Email workshop@team-magnus.co.uk telling us your favourite. 
We’ll ensure we’ll stock enough of the most popular animal 
and we’ll thank you with a £5.00 discount code which you 
can apply immediately - whether to pre-order your towel or 
for a handy discount on any other order which totals £20.00 or 
higher. 

Offer ends 01.05.2016
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Our

Summer

Ages 5 - 12

Choose a design

Changing robes
Best quality Egyptian cotton

150x70cm plus attached hood

Large arm openings allow 
easy changing

Made in Gizah City, Egypt

Beach towels
Best quality Egyptian cotton

150x70cm

Made in Gizah City, Egypt

1

1.CLASSIC: Generous sized 
beach towels
2. HANDY: Ideal towel 
changing robes
3. MESSING AROUND: See 
overleaf for neoprene balls

3

£24 £24

£28

£28

£28
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Beaches are for balls
We say pah! to sunbathing.

- You can always pick up a game of beach volleyball 
on holiday, explains the Devon-based youth coach 
Denise Austin. - You don’t need that many players and 
it’s very much a family sport. Footballers click instantly 
with volleyball, because you can use all parts of your 
body. Kids love diving around - you can see some really 
inspiring volleyball moves if you search for Brazilian 
bicycle kicks, Denise says. 

Simple practice is “peppering” - like keepie-uppies. “Dig-
set-spike” in a circle can get 4 or 5 year olds involved.  As 
in so many sports bend low and leave the legs to do the 
hard work - focus on correct positioning and get jumping! 

Denise’s company Beach Volleyball Inc has been 
running camps on the south coast for years. In London 
SideOut Beach Volleyball Club welcomed Team Magnus 
and is super-friendly for families, as are Barns Elms and 
Richmond Beach Volleyball Clubs. - Just practise each 
move - the serves, digs, sets and spikes - and then in 
the end you’ll put all the pieces together for a complete 
game, Denise recommends.

Coming soon is our size 5 neoprene beach ball, inspired 
by Mikasas Olympic standard 8-panel volleyball, in use 
in Rio this year. Fewer seams allow more hand contact 
and truer flight. 

In the meantime pick up our bestselling size 4 neoprene 
rugby ball, great when players of different ages are 
messing about. Our size 5 football has same unique 
qualities: longer-lasting than foam balls, more robust 
than inflatables and softer than leather balls. The 5 for 4 
deal offers a mix of balls or 5 of each style.

Devilfish rugby ball

Neoprene football

Neoprene beach ball

Standard rubber inner

Retains features after exposure 
to damp/wet

1mm neoprene cover

Gentler on skin

Inflates/deflates with standard 
bike pump/ball needle

Weight: 180g/200g/180g

Made in Zhejiang, China
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Our

Summer

Ages 5 - adult

New style

14

2
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Volleyball basics
1. TO SPIKE: Your hitting shoulder should be furthest from the net
2. TO SET: Arms close to body, hands above forehead
3. CALL OUT: Shout “mine” or clash!
4. REVERT TO FOOTBALL? All games beat sunbathing6



the feet has great grip, so if the riverbed allows it,  
opt for naked feet. Or wear old trainers with good soles.  
Check the map - we prefer to make it up the hill along 
a path or road, and then clamber down the river or 
burn on the return leg. Plan ahead so that a change of 
clothing and a thermos flask is ready at your destination. 
And note the conditions - nearly dry riverbeds after 
hot weather spells are not just safer, they’re often more 
fun too as you can access more areas. Otherwise use 
common sense.

The dangers of swimming in a river are the same as for 
kayakers - underwater rocks can knock you unconscious. 
If you haven’t done a recce beforehand then prepare 

the kids that the exciting gorge walk could end up as a 
short game of pooh sticks. That’s outdoors adventure in 
a nutshell: observe and adjust.

Our super-comfortable 5mm neoprene material is 
exceptionally stretchy. The shorties do a great job in 
summertime  - available in two unisex styles for handing 
down. Pick up one of our end-of-line Small skipper 
wetsuits, made in Europe by water-sports experts in the 
same top quality neoprene, and an absolute steal. And 
we’ve revamped the Devilfish so you can knock some 
pounds off that one too, until the new style is in stock. For 
full-on water-sports see our full-length wetsuits overleaf, 
in combination with 5mm neoprene socks.

Wild kids, wild swims
Kids in Team Magnus wetsuits stay in the water so much longer. 
These 5mm shorties have been popular for years now with 
families who like to spend longer on our north Atlantic beaches,  

rock pooling or exploring, or who like quieter out-of-season visits 
to the Mediterranean. 

We also pack them for gorge walking - a full-on adventure 
which is simple to organise. Remember that the sole of 

Short wetsuits
5mm thick

Ultra-stretchy, super-
comfortable neoprene

Inside blind-stitching

Two unisex designs

Made in Istanbul, Turkey

Sizes:
Age 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10
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Our

Summer

Ages 3 - 10

Last stock

2 31
1. 5mm wetsuits work as 

padding
2. Bare feet offer best 

grip
3. Beware of rocks: stay 

in a group8



New year, new sport
Nothing sets you up for holiday adventure like mastering 
water-sports.

We took some of our crew to Foxlake Adventures in 
Scotland and saw an 8-year old take off his first time 
cable wake-boarding - a great introduction to many 
water-sports, with the cable hoisting you upwards for a 
confident start. Kids harbour fewer anxieties so they tend 
to progress a lot quicker than adults.

Top tip for putting on long wetsuits: talc powder or plastic 
bag on each foot and hand! Check out what’s doable to 
practise in your area - sailing, paddling or various board 
sports, and book some lessons, knowing that you’ll escape 
the clutches of the hotel kids’ clubs for a much more 
memorable family holiday. In a boat or canoe you and 
your youngest will share the work - it’s amazing how far 
they can paddle if the chocolate supplies are ample!

With the 50% discount on the last size in stock of our old brand 
steamers you know you have a quality wetsuit in place to 
protect arms and legs. For complete protection check out 
our neoprene socks in the same quality 5mm thickness.

Long wetsuits
5mm thick

Ultra-stretchy, super-
comfortable neoprene

Inside blind-stitching

Made in Istanbul, Turkey

Age 10 only

Neoprene socks
5mm thick

Ultra-stretchy, super-
comfortable neoprene

Inside blind-stitching

Soft soles for general use

Made in Istanbul, Turkey

Shoe size: 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, 8-9w
et

su
its

Our

All-season

Only age 10

Last stock
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Our

Summer

Ages 5 - 12

Quality design

Summer sorted
Longer, wider, with a central water sprinkler, twin lanes 
and a crash pad at the end, our slip and slide rules.

It’s made in 0.22mm PVC, compared with industry 
standard 0.18mm. It’s a heavier and more durable slide, 
which means more simple summer days for your family. 
Find a flat area in your garden for this 30-foot slide and 
simply plug into your garden hose.

A slope adds fun too - you’re best off leaving the water 
sprinkler in that case, relying instead on intermittent top-
ups with buckets of soapy water. 
Another standby piece of kit for lazy summer days is one of 
our bags of chalk. Packed with solid groundsman’s chalk, 
durable detective’s chalk, colourful draughtsman’s chalk 
and gorgeous soapstone engineer’s chalk, it offers both 
pavement art projects and better games of rounders. 
See page 34.

Slip and slide
0.22mm PVC

Twin lanes

Central water channel

Inflatable crash pad

Size: 940cmx150cm

Weight: 4kg

Garden hose connector

Repair sheet

Two ground pegs

For use by children under 
152cm and 50kg

12
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Our

All-season

Customisable

Cruiser skateboard

22” high density polypropylene 
deck

Waffle grip

Aluminium alloy trucks

Skate tool for hangers and 
wheels

56mm polyurethane wheels

ABEC 7 bearings 

Ages 5 - adult

The ideal first skateboard
Raise your skater game anywhere anytime with our short 
cruiser. This 22 inch board is a solid piece of kit at just 
under 1.8kg, but nifty enough for your rucksack.

The brilliant size means you’ll build skills quicker - bring 
it everywhere for quick practice. The waffle grip lets you 
skate barefoot - if you’re wearing shoes then make sure 
they fit snugly. Loose laces aren’t cool on skateboarders. 

And you can make our cruiser board truly yours - 
customise your own with our ten-colour wheel offering.

Starting out skateboarding? Begin on the grass to 
minimise movement as you get used to balancing. Lots 
of parents insist on helmets and knee or ankle pads - 
use the same wise approach as you would for biking or 

rollerblading. You’ll be better off with your dominant foot 
at the back - whichever foot you’d kick a ball with - 
this is also the foot you should be pushing with as you 
cruise. As you gain confidence you can start tic-toc’ing 
- changing your weight distribution for nifty direction 
switches.

Maybe your kid is in control when cruising and is looking 
to learn hot tricks? She doesn’t need to find every trick 
on YouTube - head to the skateboard park where you’ll 
find expert teens who love helping beginners!

The Team Magnus short cruiser board has both sufficient 
flex and solidity for all the basic skater tricks, and at 
55cm it allows for sharp turns.  It comes with its own 
quality skate tool and instructions on how to adjust the 
truck and wheels for your level of skills and confidence.

Multi-tool 
provided

Waffle grip 
detail

For customised 
wheels

4 black wheels 
incl. as standard
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Pitch invasion!
Frosty morning, games are cancelled? You can trust the golfers 
are staying at home as well so head for the fairways! Short grass 
is perfect for our stumpy skis and kids can hone their balance 
ahead of their skiing holiday.

And once you’re headed for the mountains, you should 
still pack our mini skis. They make the best and simplest 
entertainment - you can build jumps, mess about and truly earn 
that hot chocolate. Classic Scandinavian stumpy skis are ideal 
learner skis for kids of all abilities - and a laugh for adults who 

are competent skiers already. No poles, you’ll improve your 
technique much quicker by focusing on balance. One size fits 
all - simply adjust the straps to whatever footwear you choose. 
This surely is the cleverest standby piece of kit for families 
mucking about.

We make our skis here in Scotland and they are our bestselling 
product. Look out for our rebranded skis next winter - in new, 
smart colours - or pick up a bargain now in the old Snowshoe 
hare range. If you opt for the 5 for 4 offer you’ve sorted yourself 
out with lots of cool presents.
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Our

Mini skis
Robust HDPE plastic composition

Polypropylene straps with 
quality steel buckles

Alternative strap slits allowing 
for different shoe sizes

Weight: 0.6kg/pair

Sizes:
One size fits all

Measures: 65X10cm

Suitable from age 3

Max footwear adult size 10

Made in Alloa, Scotland

Straps
Set of 4

Polypropylene straps with 
quality steel buckles

Extra set recommended for 
big footwear

Made in Kristinehamn, Sweden

 Green  RAF Blue  Orange  Pink  Silver  Red  TM Blue Black

Sold Out
Sold Out

Sold Out

4. Herringbone style ascent - hard 
work but effective

3. Balance is always better the lower 
you sit

2. Beginners should avoid ski training 
with poles

1. Masses of snow? Trample some 
down for mini jumps!

Winter

Ages 3 - adult

Last stock

1 2 3 4

16
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The only way to travel
Ideal for racing, the Tundra wolf is both faster and safer 
than other sledges. It boasts steering, twin footbrakes and 
an elevated seat which takes two or three kids or even 
an enthusiastic adult. Thanks to the three extremely fast 
runners, the Tundra wolf sledges work a treat on frosty grass.  

You don’t need snow. You need a good hill.

With its robust steel go-kart frame and a slatterned seat which 
takes impact well,  your Tundra wolf sledge will last you a long 
time. We have a small number of self-assembly 2014 sledges in 
stock at half price. The 2015/2016 sledges arrive fully assembled 
- ready to wow the kids.

Our

Tundra wolf sledge
Steering

Twin footbrakes

Elevated, slatterned seats

Steel frame

Pullcord

Weight: 6.5kg

Made in Zhejiang, China, 
assembled in Scotland

Sizes:
Assembled: L: 120cm, W: 
50cm, H: 38cm 

Flatpacked: L: 82cm, W: 44cm, 
H: 18cm

Winter

All ages

Quality design

2

1

1. 2015/2016 MODEL: Delivered 
fully assembled.
2. 2014 MODEL: Delivered 
flatpacked.

18
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Our

Winter

Ages 7 - adult

Last stock

Alabama waterdog 
bellyboard
8mm Finnish birch plywood

Marine varnish

Weight: 1.25kg (junior),  
2.3kg (senior)

Junior: 29x75cm,  
Senior: 29x120cm

Made in Perth, UK

Junior board is suitable for 
strong swimmers from about 
age 8. The senior board is 
suitable for children over age 
12 and adults.

Desert lynx snowboard
Quality plastic board without 
metal edges

Pre-mounted sturdy bindings

Fit any shoe or boot size 13-8

Weight: 3.3kg

Length: 113cm, width: 25cm

Made in Mantsala, Finland

7+ years, max weight: 70kg

Snow how
The only way forward when the snow falls is to pull 
on proper, bib-style salopettes. They’re great for two 
reasons. 

Firstly, when you wipe out - as you should when you’re 
messing about in the snow - you’re better protected 
both front and back. Secondly, on milder days you can 
dispense with the jacket altogether. With our Desert lynx 
design the kids can get away with a quality base layer 
and a thin mid-layer - not necessarily waterproof - and 
still get stuck in. With padded legs and a fleece inner 
lining above the waist these hi-spec salopettes feel 
comfortable the minute they’re pulled on.

Super standby kit for frosty mornings include our Desert 
lynx snowboards. A lightweight board with bindings which 
suit any shoe or boot, not too precious for a farmer’s field 
or nearby golf course, it offers great scope for building 
skills. Simpler still is our bellyboard - we’re reliably told 
by our Welsh customers that these are as much fun for 
belly-surfing on the many great west coast surf beaches 
as they are for sledging in the Pembrokeshire hills. 

We’ve got a small number of ex-display bellyboards left 
so now’s your chance.

Desert lynx salopettes
Bib front and back

Articulated knees

Elasticated zip ankles for ski 
boots

Water-taped seams

All-over padding, fleece inner 
on torso

Adjustable shoulder straps

Water-resistant, hard-wearing 
nylon and polyester material

Made in Baia Mare, Romania

Age 3 (98cm) - age 10 (140cm)

Aquamarine
Black Grey

20



UK’s best wool socks
They are. 

Tundra wolf socks offer amazing insulation despite the thin, 
extremely comfortable material. Up until now you’ve been 
wasting time with bulky hiking socks, laughable high street 
“thermal” socks and bog standard cotton which actually 
makes your feet colder if you’re working out or splashing through 

puddles. Wool is the only fibre in winter-time, instantly cosy, no 
odours and all-day protection.

We promise you’ll be buying these for the whole family once you’ve 
tried out one pair. This is our star product for a happier winter. 

Our 80% wool socks are now available in 5 colours for work, 
school and leisure. They’re made in the Baltics by experts who 
know a thing or two about cold.
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Our

Winter

Ages 3 - adult

New colours

Tundra wolf socks
Adult twin-pack/kids 3-pack

Thin, comfortable, ultra-
insulating material

80% wool, 15% polyamide,  
5% elastane

Machine-washable

Made in the Baltics

Available in blue, navy, grey, 
white, red

Sizes:
7-9 (kids)

10-12 (kids)

13-3 (kids)

4-7 (ladies)

8-11 (mens)

Each multipack consists of one 
colour.

KIDS: Three - pack
ADULTS: Twin - pack

22



Another day, another heist... 
Four out of five underage robbers prefer snoods from Team 
Magnus. They are lightweight, silky, quick-dry and they add 
some animal magic to any mission.

Our neckwarmers do the job all year, used as balaclavas, 
bandanas, hats or scarves. They are made in patented Italian 
microfibre by our friends in Torino who supply all the big motor-
bike brands - they love our kids’ designs and are chuffed that 

we offer the same high-end quality to young kids on pushbikes 
or on skis - whenever helmets are needed. This lovely material 
works equally well protecting young sailors’ necks from strong 
sun or high waves. In other words: super-useful stand-by 
presents for boys and girls of all ages. 

Make use of our massive 50% discount on old-logo designs 
(Team Magnus, Desert lynx or Snowshoe hare) or pick up our 
5 for 4 offer on the full-price new design snoods (Bulldog bat, 
Devilfish and Tundra wolf).

All-season

All ages

New designs
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Our

Microfibre neckwarmers
Silky and elastic material for 
max comfort

Patented bi-elastic microfibre 
for minimal weight

Weight: 70g

Made in Turin, Italy

Junior style 22x45cm fits all

New designs this winter: Last season’s:
Bulldog bat, Tundra wolf & Devilfish Desert lynx, Team Magnus & Showshoe hare

24
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Our

All-season

Ages 6 - 12

Last stock

Devilfish swimbag
Drawstring top

Zipped compartment for 
shoes/wet items

Weight: 330g

Size: 30-50cm

Made from hard-wearing, 
water-repellent 600D polyester

Tundra wolf rucksack
Several zipped compartments

Adjustable shoulder straps

Padded back and straps

Air ventilation

Weight: 460g

Size: 45x29cm

Made from hard-wearing, 
water-repellent 600D polyester

Adventure’s everywhere
A simple tip to generate enthusiasm amongst your kids 
when you plan a day in the countryside is to engage 
them in packing provisions. (By provisions, kids often 
mean different brands of chocolate.) Let them choose 
snacks and drinks and pack it themselves in a quality 
rucksack. A general guideline is that kids shouldn’t carry 
more than 10% of their bodyweight.

That’s still a lot of chocolate.

Kids love the Tundra wolf so now’s the time to pick up 
a great kids’ rucksack. For urban missions consider our 
messenger-style monostrap. And our bestseller, the 
Devilfish swim-bag, is ideal at the pool or beach with 
its wide drawstring opening and separate compartment 
- a super-practical design for everyday trips. All now 
available with a one-off 50% discount.

Snowshoe hare 
monostraps
Front mobile phone pouch

Rear zipped pocket

Adjustable shoulder straps

Velcro-fastened monostrap 
across chest

Weight: 270g

Size: 50x43cm

Made from hard-wearing, 
water-repellent 600D polyester

See our neoprene rugby 
balls on page 7
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Love paddock life
Nothing combines outdoors living and great style like a 
gorgeous, knitted wool sweater. Great on their own or with 
gilets, they offer the warmth of a big coat without restricting 
your active style.

We love our Icelandic horse sweaters and shift dresses, hand-
knitted in midnight blue and chocolate brown. They’re made 
in un-spun Icelandic yarn and make amazing outer-garments 
- lightweight, massively insulating and beautiful.

And if you are that type - happiest outdoors - then you need 
wellie slippers, our clever back door staple. For quick indoor 
visits keep a pair of these genius felt slippers at the ready. No 
fiddling with laces or muddy boots - a simple dash across the 
floor for your errand and back outside. Where you prefer being.

Come autumn 2016 we’ll launch our new designs in the same 
wonderful colours - but in softer wool for use indoors - and 
as an ideal outer-layer later and earlier in the season. In the 
meantime snap up one of the last of our unique hand-made 
items, made to last for Team Magnus. 
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Our

All-season

Ages 2 - 12

Last stock

Icelandic horse sweaters
100% un-spun Icelandic 
sheep’s yarn

Extremely insulating and 
hard-wearing

Hand-knitted on Iceland

Gentle machine cycle

Available in midnight blue or 
dark chocolate

Sizes:
2-4 yrs

4-6 yrs

6-8 yrs

8-10 yrs

10-12 yrs

Icelandic horse shift dress
100% Icelandic wool yarn

Ideal for layering

Hand-knitted on Iceland

Gentle machine cycle

Available in midnight blue or 
dark chocolate

Sizes:
4-6 yrs

6-8 yrs

8-10 yrs

10-12 yrs

Wellie slippers
100% wool felt

Available in small (1-4) and 
large (5-10)

Protect all floor surfaces

Gentle machine cycle
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Design your own balance bike
We make clever, customisable balance bikes which are 
ideal for handing down. They are durable enough to last 
several kids. And when your oldest child outgrows it, you 
can freshen it up with a brand new seat colour for a 
sibling or neighbour. 

The standard 12 inch bike offers combinations of 3 classic 
frame colours with 8 different seat colours - enjoy designing 
your own with our online build-a-bike feature!

For children aged 20 months and older we have 
gorgeous white 10 inch bikes with a choice of pink, blue 
or - our favourite - grey seats.

Children aged 4 and over who haven’t had a chance 
to build their skills on a balance bike yet will love our 

14 inch bikes - they totally look the part in black and 
stainless steel. Kids can choose between grey, yellow 
and pink saddles.

Questions about size? A bigger bike will be faster thanks 
to the bigger wheels, but also heavier to manoeuvre 
when the child pushes it.  We find the personality of the 
child matters more than height when choosing the right 
size bike, so long as you ensure the child can sit on it 
and keep both feet flat on the ground, knees slightly 
bent. That way they can kick off comfortably and build 
that early biking confidence which only balance bikes 
provide.

With the essential footrest, a quality rear wheel drum 
brake, pneumatic tyres, a handy stand, adjustable seat 
and handlebars as well as a 3-year warranty you’ve 
found the best balance bike for your child. 

Bulldog bat balance bike
Available in 3 different frames 
w. 10”/12”/14”  wheels

Rear wheel drum brake

Plastic moulded footrest

Metal stand

Pneumatic tyres

Adjustable seats/handlebars

Made in China, assembled 
in the UK

Weight 6.0kg

Height 57-66cm 
(handlebars) 
38-56cm (seat)

Length 100cm

Weight 6.0kg

Height 48-60cm 
(handlebars) 
36-41cm (seat)

Length 85cm

Weight 5.6kg

Height 46-58cm  
(handlebars) 
32-37cm (seat)

Length 85cm

10” 12” 14”
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Our

All-season

Ages 1 1/2 - 7

Customisable
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Our

All-season

Ages 5 - adult

Quality design

Our camping tips
Kids love engaging with real tasks. Hammering down 
the tent pegs is a good, noisy one.  That’s why our multi-
tool mini-hammer is so popular. All in all, with screwdriver, 
spanners, a knife, a saw and a bottle opener our stainless 
steel mini-hammer beats any central European military 
alternatives - hands down. 

Everybody loves survival skills - even if it’s just popping 
corn without a microwave oven. If you’re happy to 
involve a 5-year old in well-supervised activities which 
involve tools, then a lovely piece of woodwork at the 
end is a satisfying outcome. Basic safety tips include 
balling your non-working fist for protection, never 
working in your lap, and developing a good, effective 
rhythm for sawing or hammering.

We’ve rebranded and are offering 20% off the old 
style of multi-tool - this even includes our 5 for 4 offer. 
For creative projects outdoors pick the full Sorted for 
projects set - 30% off and full of lumberjack crayons 
(for timber, masonry, metal), welder’s chalk (soapstone 
for use on metal or concrete) and carpenter’s pencils 
(handy, rectangular pencils for all worksites). A great 
craft kit for the outdoors - plus no hoovering afterwards!

Mini-hammer
Mini-saw

Spanners

Screwdriver

Knife

Bottle opener

Stainless steel

Nylon pouch

Weight: 240g

Size: 15x7,5cm

Made in Zhejiang, China

Suitable from age 5 under 
adult supervision. Hazardous 
sharp functional edge.

Sorted for projects
1 mini-hammer

6 lumberjack crayons (mixed 
colours)

2 welder’s chalk

2 carpenter’s pencils

Weight: 460g 

Made in Hertfordshire, England 
and Zhejiang, China (hammer)
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Our

All-season

Ages 3 - adult

Quality materials

Lazy day essentials
Our generous Sorted for chalk bag will last you the 
summer. It’s a brilliant mix of colourful draughtsman 
chalk, gorgeous pieces of soapstone, heavy, durable 
detective’s chalk and chunky groundsman’s chalk. It 
will do the job whether you are playing rounders or British 
bulldogs, if you’re in the mood for some pavement art 
projects or if you need to quickly draw some cricket 
stumps against the wall.

Individual pieces can be dropped into bags for a 
different take on the classic birthday party bag. We 
also think the family pack makes a great house gift - a 
bunch of kids can really get through a pile of chalk on a 
pleasant Saturday afternoon. 

Our chalk washes away with a bucket of water - or in 
the UK - just wait for rain.

Our Sorted for chalk family bag keeps the kids happy 
and it keeps them outside - so stock up.

Sorted for chalk
White groundsman’s chalk

Yellow detective’s chalk

Red, blue, green 
draughtsman’s chalk 

White engineer’s chalk

Weight: family bag 1.5kg (35pcs)

Suitable for kids aged 3+
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We love to help!
Team Magnus takes pride in working with the same 
manufacturers year in, year out, so we can offer spare parts 
even for kids’ gear.

The simplest items - nuts, bolts and screws for your Team Magnus 
purchase - we’ll pop in an envelope and post out to you free 
of charge. Email

workshop@team-magnus.co.uk

If you’ve ordered an unassembled sledge look for Team 
Magnus Adventures’ “Fergus assembles a sledge” on YouTube. 
Brand new balance bike? Looking over an old bike before 
handing down? Check our maintenance videos. 

And if you’ve forgotten how to strap on the mini skis remember 
they cross at the heel! See Team Magnus Adventures for latest 
ski videos.

We hope you’ll be chuffed with your new gear!

Team Magnus
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Our

Maintenance

Tips on use

Order parts

Handy replacements 
Bike seats (any colour)

£8

Spare straps (set of 4)

£6

Bike wheels (10”/12”/14”)

£18

Inner tubes (10”/12”/14”)

£8

Spare front/side runners for 
sledge 

£10

Mini-board wheel

£4
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Stay on the move
More great kit and good tips for outdoors family life coming:

Find us on your favourite social media or check out our blog.  
Because if your family is the kind who likes to get out early and 
stay out late, you’ll love to read our tips, find out about new 

products, pick up the odd steal and share your best snapshots.

We’re nice about our emailing too - only really useful stuff and 
never that often. Email

contact@team-magnus.co.uk 

from your preferred email address and we’ll add you.
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Social media
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Thanks!
Our hardy models have braved all weathers to 
demo Team Magnus gear. They had great fun 
thanks to fantastic quality kit including O’Neill 
life vests, Mystic helmets, jackets from Degré 7 & 
Bergans, footwear from Nike, Aigle, Helly Hansen, 
Kaporal, Kavat and Destroy plus Arsenal shorts - all 
widely stocked in the UK/EU. And Land Rover - 
thanks for the lifts! 

Special thanks to Gabi at Sideout Beach Volleyball 
in London, Callum at Foxlake Adventures in 
Edinburgh and lots of Scottish greenkeepers for 
your amazing facilities.

Dogtags
All-steel dogtags with ball 
chain

Size: 5 x 3 cm (tag)

Length: 60 cm (ball chain)

Weight: 10 grammes

Made in China

Very last stock of our old 
brand dogtags - great for 
party bags.

Buy in bulk with 50% off 
our old style logos - and 
watch out for new-style 
dogtags soon.
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Join us:
We design gear for families who love 

to get stuck in.

Life is at its best outdoors. That’s why 
we make robust and innovative kit 

and clothing - so your family can stay 
outside for longer. 

We’re now rebranding several of our 
key lines which means you can pick 

up some one-off bargains this season.

And look out for our new product 
launches:

Always different, always well-
designed, always that bit more fun.
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Our

For boys & cool girls For girls & cool boys

Bulldog bat

Tundra wolfDevilfish

Desert lynx
Noctilio leporinus

Canis lupus tundrarumEschrictius robustus

Felis caracal

Feet give killer 
skills and instant 

takeoff

Survives the 
harshest winters 

on earth

The toughest 
swimmers out 

there

The most agile 
and acrobatic 

of cats

For winter playFor summer play

FIRST OUT. LAST IN.


